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A detailed analy~ison the propagation of a sinusoidal flood wave in a wide prismatic open channel b.as
hen made by numc?ii.~ll~
integrating We govemins nondimenional equations of unsteady flow in
an open chamei. EmpE:dsis has been laid on the effect of wave parmefen on t h propagation of
6.8 sinusoidal wave. Results show that the amount of subsidence is more in the case of small wave
anplltude and wave duration cases. Further, wave duration has been noticed to have a relatively
V i e r influence on subsidence than wave amplitude. The speed at which the peak of the wave moves
is observed to be a function of only the wave amplitude.
&¶

words : Flods, hydraulcs, open cha~melBows, wave subsidence.

1. Introduction
A parametric study on the effect of different governing parameters on the propagation
a flood wave is scarce. Importance has been generally given only t o the methods
of solution of the flood wave probleml. The effects of bed slope, roughness and wave
amplitude on flood wave subsidence was studied by Mozayeuy and SongZfor a specific
case. They have studied the effect of wave amplitude and bed slope on the propagation of a sinusoidal flood wave in a long prismatic open channel of 0.3 m (I ft) width
in which the initial flow was uniform with a depth of 0.09 m (0.3 ft). The wave
dmtion of the sinusoidal wave was 30 secs with wave amplitude varying Cram 0.06 cm
(Oa2 ft) to 0.6 cm (0.02 ft). While these results give an indication of the damping
of a flood wave in prismatic channels, the studies are confined to a specific channel
and specific initial flow which makes it impossible to interpret the results more generally.
hrther the wave amplitudes considered by them are very small relative to the initial
wifoiform flow depth. By making a nondiensional parametric study, a generalised
of damping of a flood wave may be obtained. A somewhat similar study has
been reported by Chin-lien Yen3 in a situation where the storage effwt is the dominant
factor. This paper presents a parametric study of subsidence where storage is not
of
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FIG. 1. Effect of wave
amplitude
on st*
hydrograph.

the dominant factor as in a wide prismatic channel. Attention is focussed on the
effect of wave parameters on subsidence. Effect of wave parameters, namely, wan
amplitude and wave duration, on the propagation of a sinusoidal flood wave in a wide
c b e l in whicb the initial flow is uniform has been studied.

2. &vemk? equations and formnlation of the problem
The governing equations of unsteady flow in wide open channels are given by

vY+yz+Y=,J
3x
bx a d
30

by

av

+gSx+z=g(Sm--S,)

(1)

(2)
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ahere is fie distance along the channel; t is the time; y is the depth of flow; v is the
offlow;g is the acceleration due to gravity; Sois the bed slope and S, is the
fi&n slope.
governing equations of the flow are uondimensionalised to enable a generalised
$rarn&c study. The nondimensional depth, velocity and time are defined as,

y=Y;

v="

Yo

vo

x="=XS"; T = ! . = $
10

Yo

to

(3)

10

where yo is the initial uniform flow depth and v, is the uniform velocity. Using eqns.
(3) and Manning's formula, eqns. (1) and (2) become,

where

is the initial uniform flow Froude number.
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FIG.2. Effect of wave amplitude
on discharge hydrograph.
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A sinusoidal wave is now introduced at the left boundary and takes the n o n k
sional form
~.1+?I-r1-~~(7~_31;
2 L

OGTGT~

where

are the nondimensional wave amplitude and wave duration respectively. A., uniform
flow boundary condition is imposed on the right boundary, that is, the channel is
considered long.
The problem of subsidence of sinusoidal wave is governed by eqns. (4), (5) and (7.
The parameters governing this problem are, initial.uniform flow Froude number?,,
wave amplitude Y, and wave duration T,. In the present study, the effects of variatiov
in wave amplitude and wave duration on subsidence is studied. The nondimensiond
wave amplitude Y
. is varied from 0.1 to 1.5 and the nondimensional wave duration
is varied from 0.5 to 3.0. The third parameter of the problem, namely, initialunifom
flow Froude number Fo is chosen at 0.3.
The problem is solved numerically by using the direct explicit h i t e difference method
on a staggered rectangular grid4.

FIG. 3.
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3.1, ~&icalion of hydrographs
3. I .I. Stage hydrograph

superimposednormalised hydrographs for different wave amplitudes are presented in
Fig, 1. for the case with Fo = 0 . 3 and T, = 3.0. The nondimensional normalised
depth YN is defined as

Y" =

=.
Y-1

(9)

This normalisation reduces the hydrograph at X = 0 to the same shape for all Y, values,
enabling a study of the relative subsidence of the wave form for diffrent wave amplimdes. It is clear from the figure that initial wave disturbance is felt practically at the
m e time at a given location for all Y, values confirming that the speed of the propa&on of the initial disturbance is dependent on the initial flow Froude number only.
However, it is seen that the speed of propagation of the wave peak is clearly dependent
on the wave amplitude. The wave peak arrives earlier at a particular section for
bi&r wave amplitudes oom3rming that the higher amplitude wave travels faster
(celerity of the gravity wave is directly proportional to the square root of depth). The
ditference in the time of arrival of the peak for different wave amplitudes is seen conspicaously in the hydrograph at X = 6.

The wave amplitude Y, has a noticeable effect on the relative damping. The damping
is relatively less for higher wave amplitudes and hence a linearising assumption (such
as used in the unit hydrograph theory) does not strictly hold good. This was also
indicated by the results of Mozayeny and Song2.
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FIG. 5, Path of wave m
XT plane
DISTANCE. X

3.1.2. Discharge hydr-ograph
Figure 2 presents a superposed picture of the discharge hydrographs for differentwave
amplitudes. QN,the normalised discharge rise, which i s analogous to the normalis&
depth rise YN, is defined as

In Fig. 2, Q, is plotted against time T a t X = 0, 2 and 6 for different wave amplitudes.
The normalised hydrograph at X = 0 is practically the same for all YN values and
the tail end of the hydrograph dips below the uniform flow value. Such a result could
be expected because in the recession stage of a flood, the same stage yields lower discharge due to the nature of the water surface elevation along the channel. Maximum
dip below the uniform flow value is about 6 per cent of the initial increase in discharge,
with the effect vanising with distance. The relative damping is less and speed of the
peak is more for higher wave amplitudes. A comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 shows that
the nonlinearity effects of Y, are more pronounced on stage hydrographs than on
discharge hydrographs and this is a significant result in the application of unit hydrcgraph theory.

3.2. Modifcation of

wave front

The wave fronts at T = 3.0 and 6.0 for different wave amplitudes are presented io
Fig. 3. Even though the wave starts at the same time for all Y, cases, it spreads aver
a larger distance for higher Y, cases became of its higher speed.

3.3. Speed of travel of wave penk
.

Figure 4 gives the time at which the peak occurs at a particular section for mffe~ent
Y, vdu% Wave ampl~tudehas a significant effect on the speed of movement of the
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FIG.7. S1:Dsidence of relative discharge riseeffect of wave amplitude.

wave peak. The wave with higher amplitude moves faster because the celerity of a
~ v i t ywave is directly proportional to the square root of depth. If we consider the
average speed of travel up to X = 5, the wave peak for Y, = 1.5 moves 1.46 times
fatter than for Y . = 0.1. As the nondimensional wave speed has been found to be
practically independent of F, and T., Fig. 4 can also be used to, estimate in a wide
channel, the time at which the wave peak would occur at a particular section for any
ave amplitude Y, between 0.1 and 1.5.

The path of the peak of the wave, the path along which depth is 1 per cent above
normal depth and the path of the initial characteristic are presented in Fig. 5 for
5 = 0.1 and 1.5. The line along which the depth is 1 per cent above the normal
drpth moves closer to the initial characteristic for higher Y, value. It must be noted
16at 1 per cent rise above the normal depth represents a smaller fraction of the wave
aplitude for Y, = 1.5 than for Y, = 0.1.

3.4 Sdwidence of wave amplitude
3.4.1. Subsidence of stage

Variation of relative wave amplitude Y," with X for different Y , values is shown in
Fig. 6. Y,' is defined by
(X) - 1
(11)
y,
Wave amplitude has some effect on the relative damping rate confirming the none t y of the phenomenon. The relatively lesser damping for higher wave amplitudes
Wt
partly associated with lesser resistance effects at higher flow depths. The
dative wave amplitude Y,' is found to vary exponentially with distance X, but the
B"ponentis not a constant for the whole channel rwcb in qontrqst to the claim made
b Mmyeny and Songa,

y;

a Ymsx
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FIG 8 Rating
for diff:rent
amplitudes

3.4.2. Subsidence of discharge
Relative discharge rise Q: is dehed as,

N is seen that at large distances, the effect of Y, on the 'relative damping rate is not
particularly significant (Fig. 7). In fact, the nonlinearity in the discharge peak is
clearly lesser than that in the stage peak as already indicated.

3.5. Rating curve from computationd results
Figure 8 presents the rating curve for different wave amplitudes as obtained from tbe
computational results at X = 5. Greater the wave amplitude greater the differem
between the rising and falling stage flood and the results show that there can bevery
significant diierence between the two values. The steady state curve lies betweenthe
rising and falling stage values but is closer to the falling stage.

4. Effect of wave duration
4.L Mdpcation of hydrographs
4.1.1. Stage hydrograph

Results of hydrographs for differeat TT,
values for Y, = 0.5 and F. = 0-3 are presented
in Fig. 9. In order to facilitate a comparison of the hydrographs for different wave
durations the time T is normalised with respect to the wave period T , by defioing
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This makes the initial hydrograph at X = 0 common for all T , values. I t is seen from
Fig. 9 that the rate of subsidence is very significantly affected by T , value and the
wave with smaller T , values subsides rapidly. In conjunction with the previous
dincussion, we see that as the bulk of the wave form reduces, either through reduction
of Y, or T,,,
the subsidence rate increases. But a variation in T, has a much stronger
hi3uence than a variation in Y,.
Larger spread of the wave for lower T , values is only a scale effect arising from the
normalisation of time co-ordinate. The hydrograph for larger T,, values spreads Over
a larger base time corresponding t o the larger base time of the initial hydrograph.
Figure 9 clearly shows that the relative rate of spread of the base of the hydrograph is
~ I Ofor
E smaller T , values. Hydrograph starts late for lower T, cases. This is
only a scale effect as the spced of the initial disturbance is independent of wave period.
4.1.2. Discharge hydrograph
Effect of wave duration T, o n discharge hydrograph is given in Fig. 10. Again the
tin& scale is normalised (eqn. 13) t o enable a comparison, There is a significant
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FIG. 10. Effect 01
duratlon on
discharge lydrqrapb
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variation in the peak of the hydrograph at X=O for different T, values. The discharge
peak is maximum for lowest T , value. This might he due to the more rapid change in
depth corresponding to smaller T, values. However, the hydrographs at X = 2 and
6 show that the peak for smaller 'I',
values
, are clearly smaller. This corresponds to
the much greater subsidence rate for smaller T , values as already observed with respect
to stage hydrographs (Fig. 9).

Figure 11 gives a superimposed picture of thewave front for different wave durations.
Wave fronts a t T = 3T, are presented. Thus the instantaneous wave profiles at
T = 1.5, 3.0 and 6.0 are presented for T , = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 respectively. It is seen
from the figure t h t the wave peak has subsided to a greater extent at T = 1.5 for
T, = 0.5 case than at T = 6.0 for T, = 2 - 0 case. Wave fronts for higher T, cam
have moved a larger distance because of the greater absolute time that has elapsed.
4.3. Speed of tmvel of wave peak

Figure 12 gives the time of arrival of the wave peak at any location. All the compotational results for different wave durations lie practically on a single curve indicating
that the speed of the wave peak is practically independent of the wave duration. Strictly

B ~ C OF
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FIG. 11.
Effect of
wave duration on wave
front (T = 3TN).
DISTANCE. X

& sped is seen to be slightly larger for higher T, values (corresponding to lesser
&idence), but the differences are not significant. It might be noted that Y, had a
&[y significant influence on the wave speed (Fig. 4) in view of larger variation in the
b
w depth.

4.4, Sidsidence of wave amplitude
4.4.1.

Subsidence of stage

Figure 13 presents the variation of relative wave amplitude with distance for different
durations. The pronounced effect of T,, is clearly brought out by this figure.
%rate of subsidence is very high in the initial reaches for low T, values and the
mbnidence rate comes down only after the base of the hydrograph has spread signib t l y at a sufficientlydownstream location increasing the local wave duration. Thus
wmight conclude that a step like flood of small duration existing in isolation subsides
rapidly.

6.4.2. Subsidence of discharge
Rapid subsidence of the relative discharge rise for low wave durations is clearly seen
in Fig. 14. These results also confirm the significant influence of T, as revealed by
Fig. 13.

wave
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Fro. 13. S u b s i m of relative wave amphludeeffect of wavz duration.

WG.14. Subsidence of relatiye didchage
rise-effect of wave duration

4.5. Rating ewve from computafional results
Figure 15 presents the rating curve at X = 5 for different wave durations as obtained
from computational results. As in the earlier case larger waves yield greater differ=
between the rising and falIing stages and further the steady state curve lies between the
rising and falling limbs being closer to the fallng limb of the rating curve.

Studies are made on the effect of wave parameters (wave amplitude and wave duration)
on the propagation of a sinusoidal flood wave in a prismatic wide open channel in!
which the initial flow is uniform. Aspects studied include modifications of stage
hydrographs, discharge hydrographs, wave fronts, speed of travel of the wave peak,
subsidence of relative wave amplitude and relative discharge rise and generation of
rating curves.
Initial wave amplitude Y, has some inhence on subsidence with lower Y. valm
giving slightly higher subsidence. This nonlinearity is found to be slightly l e s s in
discbarge results. Speed of travel of the wave peak is significantly affected by the
change in Y, value with higher Y , values moving faster.
Wave duration Tmhas a pronounced effect on subsidence with subsidence being si&
fi~ant.ymore for lower T, values. Further, the rate of subsidence in the initial reaches
is very high for lower T , values suggesting that a step like flood of small duration
asistiqg in isolation subsides rapidly. While a moderate variation in T, affects the
rate of subsidence very significantly, it has only a small influence on the speed of the
wave peak, with the speed being slightly larger for higher T , values corresponding @
lesser subsidence,
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Abstract
I mmputational algorithm (based on Snlullyan's analytic lablrau mcthod) that varifieswheth-er a given
ueUformed fonnula in propositional cz?lculus is e taxtology or not Ihs been implcmented on a DEC
Smm 10. The stepwise refinement appmacb. of pr0g.m.m developlncnt used for this implementation
form the subject mattzr of this paper. T?.etop-down design has resulted in a modular and reliablc
prcgram package. This computational algoritlhm compares favourablblv with B e algorithm based rn
the

weU-known rcaolntion principle used in thcorem provers.

Ew wwds : Tautology, propositional calculus, analytic tableau, topdown design, stcpwise refinement,
kal.

A proof procedure, due t o Smullyanl, that tests whether a given well-formed formula
(wffj in Propositional Calculus (PC) is a tautology is known as the analytic tableau
method. This paper presents the design a n d implementation details of a computational
algorithm based ou the analytic tableau method. The program is developed using t h e
to~downstepwise refinement technique% % 4 and is coded in Pascals. The program is
implemented on a DEC System 10. lit comprises 15 procedures a n d has about
lines of Pascal code with a memory requirement of 5K words. The readability
and modularity of the program have been greatly enhanced due t o the structured
PrQgrammingapproach followed in its design.

' W.001 of Automation

'* Depariment of Applied Math.cmatics

2. Tableau method
The analytic tableau method, a variant of the semantic tableau method of B~~;s.,
is an elegant and efficient proof procedure for PC. The analytic tableau for a eiven
wff is an ordered dyadic tree, whose root is the negation of the given wff which is to be
tested for its validity. For explaining the method of generation of the tableau g,
wff requires the notions of subformulas, conjugates,and signed formulas. We bfiefip
present the definitions of these notions in the sequel.

,

2.1. Definitions
(a) well-formed formula (wfl

A wff in PC is defined recursively as follows :
(i) A propositional variable is a wff, also referred to as an atomic wff.
(ii) If A is a WE,so is -A.
(iii) If A, B are wffs, so is (AbB), where b is a binary connective.
(b)

immediate subformula

-

(i) Atomic formulas have no immediate subformulas.
(iff
X has X as an immediate subformula and no others.
(iii) B Y , where b is a binary connective, has X, and Y as immediate sub
formulas and no others.
(c)

subformula
Y is a subformula of Z if and only if there exists ca finite sequence starting with Z
and ending with Y such that each term of the sequence except the first is an
immediate subformula of the preceding term.

A signed formula is an expression TX or FX, where X i s a formula. We normally
read TX as 'X is true' and FX as ' X is false '.
(8)

conjugate

The wnjugate bf a signed formula is the formula obtained by changing the s i p
Thus the wnjugate of TX is FX, and the conjugate of FX is TX.

An analytic tableau for a WEX is an ordered dyadic tree, whose nodes are formulas
whose root is X. The tableau is generated using one of the following four pairs of

rules :
1 (i) If
(ii) If

N

X is true, then X is false.

N

X is false, then X is true.

2 (i) If X A Y is true, then both X and Y are true.
(ii) ~f X A Y is false, then either X is false or Y is false.
3 (i) If X V Y is true, then either X is true or Y is true.
(ii) If X V Y is false, then both X and Y are false.

4 (i) 1f X a Y is true, then either X is false or Y is true.
(ii) If X + Y is false, then simultaueously X is true and Y is false.
he above mentioned rules may be represented in signed formula notation as follows :

1. (i)

k
X
FX

(ii)x *F

2. (i)

TX A Y
--TX

(ii) F X A Y
F X l FY

TY

FY
Eat any point in the tableau, a formula of the form given in the numerator of any rule
Bppeiils, then the tableau can be extended on that particular branch by the formula(s)
s'oown in the denominator. In case the denominator contains the ' I ' symbol, then
it is an indication of the fact that the tableau has a branch at that point. The tableau
is extended by repeated applications of the rules until no more extensions are possible.
A branch of a tableau is closed if and only if it contains some signed formula and its
wnjugate. The tableau is said to be closed if and only if every branch in it is closed.
A proof of an unsigned WEX in the system corresponds to showing that there exists
a d0ne.d tableau for FX.
l'b method of proof employing the analytic tableau is shown to be both consistent
@d Wpletplete by Smullyanl. The system is consistent since any formula provable by
a k a u method is a tautology and the root of any closed tableau is unsatisfiable.
Ths Y s b is complete since for every tautology X there exlsts a closed tableau with
mot FX.

*

3. Program implementation

The program is developed using the top-down stepwise refinement technique-. ~ h ,
program logic and the various data structures used in these procedures are presented
in the sequel*, The problem statement is identified as step 1.
Step 1
Develop a program in Pascal to test whether a given wff in PC is a tautology, using
the analytic tableau method.

A given formula has to he tested for its well-formedness, bcfore we can vcrify whether
it is a tautology or not; it may contain operators other than and, or, not, and implies and
hence we need to rewrite the formula into an equivalent lorm containing only these
four operators. These two requirements suggcst the step 2 as a refinement of step 1.
Step 2
begin

2.1 Preprocess the input to enable further processing
2.2 Analyse the given wff using thc tableau method to verify its validity
end
The method of analytic tableau successively splits a given formula into its subformuh
in an effort to come up with a contradiction. At every stage of computation, it
becomes necessary to locate the primary operator in the formula in order to split the
given formula into its constituent subformulas. For ease and elegance of computation,
the well-known postfix Polish notation is"better suited than the conventional infix
notation.' This consideration along with the need to check the well-fotmedness
of the formula corresponds to the actions in step 2.1. Step 3 presents these details as a
refinement of stcp 2.
Step 3

3 1 Accept a formula from Input devlce.
3.2 If operators other than Md, or, not, and zmplies appear In input

then reduce the formula into an equwalent formula containing only thefe
four operators.
3 . 3 convert the formula into postfix Polish notation and check for the we.
formedness of input.

*

We notation used in stepwbe refimment utilizes Pascallike co~ffmctsfor d c p d n g ~0ntnJlhW.

3.4 Generate the tableau with the negation of the given formula at its root;
if all branches close
then given input wff is a tautology
else given input wff is not a tautology;
end
The steps 3.1 through 3 . 4 correspond to the preprocessing step and the specifications
for these steps are complete. Each of these steps ha8 been coded as a Pascal procedure.
The procedure for input accepts a given wff from a terminal as a string of characters.
Every character read from the terminal is appended to a string named ' formula '
in the procedure. The end of input is signalled by a blank character. The input wff
is restricted to a maximum length of 80 characters. Any error conditions detected
during input are reported to the user.
The input wff in the array ' formula ' is passed on to the procedure that tests whether
thegiven formula contains the equivalence, nand, or nor operators. The computations
in tbis procedure are presented in step 4 which is a refinement of step 3.2t.
Step 4 {refinement of step 3.2)
begin

for every operator in the formula do
case operator of

--

* : rewrite (- opdl v opd2) A (- opd2 v opdl);
t : rewrite
(opdl A 0pd2);
$ : rewrite
(opdl v 0pd2);
others : skip
end

end
The wff equivalent to the given WEgenerated in the previous step is processed by
the postfix procedure to yield the postfix version of the wff. Conversion to postfix
&om infix notation is done using the ' shunting yard model' algorithm due to Dijkstra.
'lhis post& version of the wff is tested to ensure the well-formedness of the given input.
The logic of these procedures is presented in step 5.

t

..

The stepmise re5ement steps (step 1, step 2,
.) correspond to completdy reiined versions. lo
Pmntat~on,to avoid writing down tbe same details, in mccexsive steps, we provide only I l e newly
I C f h d Wtion. Eg., step 4 is a 6 e m e n t of step 3.2; this means that steps 3.1, 3 . 3 and 3.4
~anchanged.

Step 5 {refinement of step 3.31
begin
for every character in the formula do
begin ZJ (character = operator)
then begm
while topstack operator priorltj 3 current operator pnonty
do push topstdck operator to oulput;
pu5h current operator Into stack
end
else begin
if (character = ' ( ' )
then increase priority of all operators by the standard value
else
$ (character = ' ) ' )
then decrease priority of all operators by the standard value
else push in ouput area
cnd;
i/ stack not empty
then pop contents of stack and push thcrn into output
end;
for every character in the forluula do

case character of
Operands : associate weight - 1 ;
Unary operator : associate weight 0;
Binary operator : associate weight I
end;
if sum of weights = - 1
then formula is well-formed
else formula is not well-formed;

end.
This completes the preprocessing of input. Step 3.4 pertains t o the processing
based on the tableau method. Before we embark on the stepwise refinement of
this step further, we need to decide about the data structures and control flow organization. The tableau is an ordered dyadic tree and a path in the tree consists of an
ordered set of formulas. The method requires the testing of every path to h d out
whether it is closed and hence there is no need to maintain the complete tableau in the
memory. For reasons of efficient core utilisation, only one path OF the tableau is
maintained at a time in the memory. An array is used to hold all the formulas in a
path in contiguous bcations as the processing on these formulas is strictly sequential.
array of pointers to this 'formula array ' is maidabed to identify the beginnhg
of every formula in this data structure. To enable the generation of a path in the
tableau in a systematic fashion an array indicating the parent formula of a given sub-
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formula is also maintained. The rules defining the construction of the tableau are
codedas individual procedures. The main procedure is recursively invoked to enable
the complete generation of a path. Once a path is completely constructed, another
procedurescans all the signed atomic formulas to determine whether thc path is closed.
~h~
procedure provides the necessary pointers to access atomic formulas in the
array, thereby avoiding searches to locate them. 1C a path is closed, the main procedure tests whether there are any unexplored paths in the tableau and if so, proceeds
with the next path. A stack of branch pointers is maintained so that the various
paths in the tableau are scanned in a left-to-right manner. If any open path (a path
that is not closed) is detected, the processing is terminated with a message that the
piven formula is not a tautology. If all thc paths are closed in the tableau, then the
program declares that the given formula is a tautology. With the above mentioned
control strategy and data structure organization as the base, we prescnt below the refinement of step 3.4 in steps 7 and 8.
Step 7
begin prefix an F to the wff in postfix notatlon
repeat
repeat
for every formula do
case primary operator of
not : change s ~ g nof formula;
and : separatc left operand (Ihs) and rlght operand (rhs) ;' andprocess ' ;
or : separate lbs and rhs ; ' orprocess ' ;
implies : separate 1hs and rhs: ' lmplyproccss '
end;
until path is complete;
collect all atomic formulas in the path;
if both TX and FX exist in this collection
then declare path closed
else declare path is open and set Aag;
until nomorepaths or flagset ;
if noflagset
then declare given wff is a tautology

end

3ep 8 {refinement of 'andprocess'}
begin
5f sign 1s T
then extend current path wlth two subfomulas T(1hs) and T(rhs)
else begin
set a flag to indicate branch at that point and stack the pointer ;
if first traversal then extend current path wlth F(lhs)

else begin
extend current path with F(rhs);
pop up branch stack
end

end
end
The refinements of steps ' orprocess ' and ' implyprocess ' are similar to step 8.

4. Ulnstrati~eexamples
We provide below sample outputs generated by the program for two specific inputs.
Every path is listed starting from the origin, for easy perusal; the actual implementation does not generate every branch from the origin. The first input wff is a
tautology and the second input wff is not a tautologyt.
EXAMPLE 1
input : (PA (QKR)) C ((PAQ)K(PAR))
output :

GIVEN FORMULA IS WELL-FORMED
FPQRKAPQAPRAKC
FPQAPRAK
TPQRKA
FPQA

n

FP
FQ
BRANCH CLOSED
FPQRKAPQAPRAKC
FPQAPRAK

TPQRKA
RQA
TQRK
FQ

FP
TQ
TR

VERIJ?ICATION OP TAUTOLOGIES

BRANCH CLOSED
EPQRKAPQAPRAKC
FPQAPRAK
TPQRKA
EPRA

TP
FP
FR
BRANCH CLOSED
FPQRKAPQAPRAKC
FPQAPRAK
TPQRKA
FPRA
TQRK
FP
FR
TQ
TR
BRANCH CLOSED
GWEN FORMULA IS A TAUTOLOGY
EXAMPLE 2
input : (F'AQ)C(PKQ)
output :
GIVEN FORMULA IS WELL-FORMED
FPQAPQKC
FPQK
TPQA

FP
TP
BRANCH CLOSED
FPQAPQKC
FPQK
TPQA

FT
TQ
BRANCH OPEN
HENCE NOT A TAUTOLOGY

flhis mmputational algorithm has.not so far been usid in theorem-provk. ;most of
tkWn-known implementativas of theorem-provers 'make use ~f the resolutioD
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principle7. The resolution-based systems basically require that the wff be presented in
clause form; normally a wff is not available in clause form and the task of conve*ing
a wff into clause form is by itself of exponential complexity. The analytic tableau
method does not have any such special input requirements.
The resolution method requires that the empty clause be generated from the given
clauses by successively resolving them. As there is no algorithmic way to decide
which of the given clauses yield the empty c h s e by resolving, refinements to resolution
by means of heuristics aim at reducing the searches through blind alleys. In contrast,
the analytic tableau method, essentially breaks a formula into its constituents (sub
formulas); the process is a systematic one and terminates much faster compared to
the resoIution technique.
The method of Davis and Putnams is another method used in one of the efficient
automatic theorem-provers. This method is based on the four rules-tautology rule,
one-literal mle, pure literal rule and splitting rule. This method also requires that the
given formula be in conjunctive normal form so that any of the four rules may be
applied. In the method of analytic tableau there is no need for a given wff to be in
conjunctive normal form. Also at each step of the generation of the tableau, the
principal connective of the signed formula of a node enables the determination as to
which of the eight rules is to be applied; in the method of Davis and Putnam an
analogous determination as to which of the four rules is to be applied is not possible.
The implementation of the tableau method ensures that the number of branches of
the generated tableau is minimum by judiciously ordering the subformulas generated
at each step. The depth-first approach of generating each path in the tableau, in the
left-to-right order, results in reduced main storage requirements for the program.
Each rule of this method has been coded as a procedure resulting in a neatly structured
program enhancing its readability and modularity.

We express our gratitude to Professor R. Narasimhan, Director, National Centre for
Sokvare Development and Computing Techniques, Bombay, for providing the neeessary computational facilities to enable this implementation.
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ofide-basedhi& resistivity semiconducting Paints can be used on high voltage insulators for improved
& m e . They were found to exhibit nanlinear I-V characteristics which are reported here.
pints exhibited power law relationship and a 6 h . a ~
transition in merhanism of conduction at a
ui6eal voltage.

4 mrds: Conducting paints, electrical properties

L Introduction
Srmiconducting glazes are employed on high voltage insulators for improving their
pafarmame in several respects14 such as reduction in radio interference (R.I.) and
mrona, suspension of pollution flash over (F.O.),
uniform voltage distribution,
mention of condensation of fog, moisture and ice, etc.
Recently semiconducting paints have also been reported to be useful in suppression
of R.I. and corona and pollution F.O. under laboratory as well as severe outdoor condition*.
Some of their interesting properties have been reported earlier'. During
farther work on development of such paints they were found to exhibit interesting
nonlinear I-V characteristics which are reported here.

T h e varieties of semiconducting paints were prepared by using antimony-doped
aemi~nductingtin oxide as the basic semiconducting material and three types of oil
arcdia, vk., linseed oil, karanja oil and cottonseed oil. The semiconducting tin oxide

' Tate ~arsuitingEngineers, Bombay.
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was prepared by doping the material with antimony oxide at 1200 + 10" c for hr
nefine powder (- 150 mesh) of this doped semiconducting tin oxide was then in^.
mately mixed with the above oil media, to obtain three varieties of semiconductn3
paints.
Silver paste contacts were painted on glass specimens and tired at 600" c for 30 m$.
to achieve good adhesion. Electrical contact leads were then soldered on to the fira:
silver contacts. The desired semiconducting paint was then spray painted on th
specinlens and these specimens were tben cured in an electrical oven at 1 0 5 " ~fE
500 hr to stabilise the electrical resistivity of these samples. The l-V characteristics
such cured paint samples were then measured using ac voltages in the range 100-]500y,
The details regarding the specimens and the circuit diagram used for the measuremeu
of I-V characteristics are shown in Fig. 1.
The resistance of the paint samples was found to be a function of applied v&a8
The resistance values at various applied voltages werc therefore inferred From the 1-Y
characteristics.

Semiconducting
Point

/

.j

FIG.1. (A) Details of spsciruen painted @
semiconducting painl.
(33) Circuit di3SV"fa
the measureme~tof I-V characteristics,

NONLINEAR1-4'
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and discussion

3,

Fmmthe typical I-V characteristics exhibited by the paints, shown in Fig. 2, it
enn *seen that these paints do not exhibit linear ohmic I-V characteristics. The typical
&erijtnoce
Y J . voltage charatiteristics of such paints are shown in Fig. 3.
From this
:pE it can be seen that the resistance of the paints initially increases with increase in
16e appliedvoltage and attains a rnaximuln at a critical applied voltage. Above this
d , a "Itage, the resistance starts decreasing with further increase in the applied

sometypical log-log plots for the I-V characteristics of these paints are shown in

F ~4., ~t can bc seen from this figure that the log-log plots of I-V characteristics of
pints are linear which indicates that the paints exhibit power law, relationship
sthe type
V = K . I?
(1)

&re
1' = applied voltage

I = current
K = a constant depending on composition and dilncnsional properties

g = the exponent --constant mdlcating the extent of nonlinearity in 1-V characteristics.
Further, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that the paints exhibit same relationship below
ad above a critical voltage, but the slope of Lhe line changes a t the critical voltage.
%indicates that the values of the constants K and /i'are abruptly changing at the
:r&calvoltage. This indicates that there is a transition in the mechanism of conduc:ion at the critical voltage V,. The values of the exponent fi below and above V , for
iarious paint samples arc givcn in Table 1. It can be secn from this table that the

2. The typical I V characteristics of tin

fidc-w
Semiconducting paints.

WG. 3. Typical resistance-voltagchearacteriil~~~
of tho tin oxide-based semiconducting paints.
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and less than unity for volkgen
values of p are more than unity for voltages below
above V,. The mechanism of conduction above V , therefore seems to resernbL
the mechanism of conduction observed in S i c voltage dependent resistorss-11, fit
mechanism of conduction at low fields below V , may be controlled by the diffusionof
charge carriers through the nonconducting medium. The values of below and abox
V. seem to be dependent on the nature of the nonconducting organic medium.
The mechanism of electrical conduction in silicon carbide voltage dependent resinon
has been explained on the basis of two types of hypothesis. I n the first case, ith
proposed that every p-type grain of S i c has a coating of a thin layer of n-type material
The sintered polycrystalline compacts therefore act like a large number of p-n junaiw
diodes connected in series and parallel in random directions. TWOp-n junction dida
connected in parallel but in reverse direction would indeed give a symmetric nonlinear
behaviour. The S i c VDRs, it is suggested, are a result of a number of such pairs
diodes connected in series and parallel to each other. This theory obviously cannot
explain the mechanism of conduction in the semiconducting paints, because sinter&
products of n-type SnO, do not show this type of behaviour and hence the formatiao
of p-n junctions has to be ruled out. Another mechanism suggested is based on &
fact that each S i c g a i n has a thin protective layer of SiO, on its surface. This layer
protects it from further oxidation and is responsible for the high temperature with
stand capability of the S i c products. In case of sintered VDRs, this protective layer
acts as an insulating barrier and electrons have t o tunnel through this barrier'in order
to reach the bulk of the adjacent grain. This tunnelling across the S O z insulating
barrier at the surface of each grain is suggested to be responsible for the n o d i m

Table I
TypicaJ valnes of the exponent 8 for various compositions
SI.
No.

Composition
in gm/litrc

Organic
medium

Value of p
below V,

above V,

1.

710

Linseed oil

1.724

0.7042

3.

1603

Limned oil

1.538

0.6757

4.

710

Karanja oil

1.600

05495

5.

lo00

Cotton seed

1

- 379

0.4926

oil
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R
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FIG.4.
Typical I-V
characteristics on log-log
scale.
'100

200 300

500

1000
2000
VQitoges In volts

*viour of the S i c voltage dependent resistors. It is possible to explain the nonljnear behaviour of the semiconducting paints on the basis of this model. The thin
Clectric insulating layer, provided by the organic medium, coats the surface of
& semiconducting tin oxide grains. The electrons therefore have to overcome this
W t i n g barrier in order to be able to reach the bulk of the adjacent tin oxide

grhas.

The semiconducting paints based on the oxide as the basic semiconducting material
&bit nonlinear I-V characteristics and follow the power law relationship.

The mechanism of conduction in such paints exhibits a sharp transition at a critical
dtage V, and the mechanism of conduction above V , seems to be similar to that
by silicon carbide nonlinear voltage dependent resistors.
The nonlinearity as indicated by the value of the exponent ' p' is dependent on
nature of the organic insulating medium.

authors thank Professor G. R. Govinda Raju for his kind encouragement and
sr$port
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